NAME and/or No. OCS-P 087-1ET
Company Shell Oil Company
Field Newport Area
Spudding Date 8/7/65
Abandonment Date 8/25/65
Ocean floor to Water level at MLLW-321'
Elevation RT at MLLW to Ocean Floor 388'
Total Depth 3348'
Plugged Back Depth 25' below ocean floor

LOCATION 5635' FSL and 3901' FWL of Block 15N,
66W, Ore. Map No. 2

INTERVAL PRODUCED
13-3/8' casing 790 sax cemented at 488' RT
11-3/4' casing 640 sax cemented at 915' RT
9-5/8' casing 1000 sax cemented at 2389' RT

Casing landed/hung at
Liner landed/hung at
tubing hung at

MARKER HORIZONS

DEPTHS

PERFORATIONS

INITIAL PRODUCTION

ADDTL. PROD. DATA

CALCULATED POTENTIAL

REMARKS: Abandoned due to hole mechanical trouble.

Division Exploitation Engineer

Division Superintendent